
Ops Phone Position 4 13:15 – 14:15 Transcript of MP3 file. 
By JREF Member Bonavada 

 
Text font black indicates good confidence of interpretation of the word/words 
Text font red indicates I’m fairly confident of my interpretation of the word/words 
**** indicates no interpretation (Garbled, inaudible overlapped etc) 
Times are estimated Universal Coordinated Time (UCT). 
 
TERMS 
 
nordo = no radio  
Dryer = and IFR fix on the Jet Route  
Carswell = an Air Force Base in Ft Worth . 
Olive Branch = Olive Branch, MS just south of Memphis, TN 
 
KEY 
 
(?)   Unknown or uncertain speaker 
(CC)   Command Centre 
(CLVC)   Cleveland Centre 
(Cont. JF) Continental  Airlines ? (Jim Flanning?) 
(Houston) Houston Centre 
(Indy)   Indiana Centre? 
(Kansas)  Kansas Centre 
(LG)  La Guardia 
(PMont)   Montreal Centre (Pierre) 
 
Significant Activity 
 
00:06:15 (13:21:01 UCT) 
Orders to shut down all Traffic heading to New York 
 
00:16:48 (13:31:34 UCT) 
Orders from CC to take an inventory of all aircraft in their areas.   
Orders to report to CC missing aircraft and unusual activity.  
(CLVC) reports bomb on board United Ninety Three.  United 93 transponder still on. 
 
00:19:50  (13:34:36 UCT) 
First mention of groundstop 
 
00:20:29  (13:35:15 UCT) 
Reports of various aircraft of concern: Continental 1418: Conrad 602: 
 
00:25:09  (13:39:55 UCT) 
Information requested about United 93. U93:- “not shouting”  “to hold”  “coastrack” 
“no primary”.  
Discussion about third big plane hitting the Pentagon. 
 
00:29:22  (13:44:08 UCT) 
ALL aircraft to groundstop. Includes military, VFR, others. 



 
00:31:52  (13:46:38 UCT) 
“We’ve got others” “other places that things have tried to happen” but “didn’t get off 
the ground” 
 
 
00:41:20  (13:56:06 UCT) 
“US Air 41 about a hundred miles east of Memphis we cannot talk to” 
North West 1019 reported emergency.  
 
00:45:49  (14:00:35 UCT) 
American twenty two forty seven is a nordo. 
Secretary of the Navy (Gulfstream 692) wants to depart to Washington. Instructions 
to keep him on the ground. 
00:48:04  (14:02:50 UCT) 
November three five whiskey echo Lear Jet refuses to comply with groundstop. 
Instructions to force him down. 
Cannot get hold of US Air 41. 
 
00:52:00  (14:06:46 UCT) 
Canada shuts airspace to American flights? 
FBI aircraft on the ground at  Olive Branch wants to depart.   
 
 
TRANSCRIPT START  
 
00:00:00 
 
(Certification Announcer) 
This is a continuation of the re-recording of an operational phone at Position Four 
severe weather. The time-frame covered on this side of the tape is thirteen fifteen to 
fourteen fifteen, Universal Co-ordinated Time. 
 
00:00:14 (13:15:00 UCT) 
 
00:06:15 (13:21:01 UCT) 
 
(?) Connect to Memphis. 
 
(Memphis) **** This is Memphis, bring up Fort Worth and uh Houston if you will, 
we're shutting off here and taking over New York. 
 
(?) Allrighty then, engage.  
 
(Memphis) Coz they need to shut up, stop anything going up that way. We're in Delta 
flying Airport Wing.  
 
(?) Houston are on.  
 
  



(Memphis) Hey Houston, this is Memphis anything going through or to New York uh 
Centre?   Just uh don’t even bring them in through centre’s airspace ‘till we find some 
other place to go. 
 
 
(Houston) Okey-Dokey. 
 
(Memphis) Thanks. 
 
(?) Fort Worth did you copy that? 
 
 
(Memphis)  Hey Fort Worth, this is Memphis, uh anything that’s departing uh your 
airspace or going through your airspace,  uh it’s going to New York Centre, New 
York uh Airport, uh we’re shutting you off,  uh  just find some other place for them to 
land.  
 
(Fort Worth) You mean there’s something in the air?  
 
(?) Yes. 
 
(Memphis) Yes. 
 
(?) Uh Houston, marshall expects two and three right now. 
   
(Memphis) What do you want, what do you wanna do with them? 
 
(?) Uh. 
 
 
(Memphis)  Just tell them the  ****  just find the airport and land it ****. 
 
(?) ****. 
 
(?) So Memphis, what you’re saying is,  that you don’t want to divert uh. 
 
(?) ****. 
 
(Memphis)…..if there’s diversional airspace available and  ****  on Memphis that’s 
fine, you can’t let any uh come through and uh continue onto New York. 
 
(?) ****. 
 
00:11:21 (13:26:07 UCT) 
 
(?) Fort Worth. Hello. 
 
00:11:45 (13:26:31 UCT) 
 
(?) Fort Worth.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
00:16:48 (13:31:34 UCT) 
 
(CC) We have, all traffic management units, do an inventory, basically an inventory 
of all airborne traffic. Ensure that you do not have any unusual situations  or any 
aircraft that are not accounted for. If you have any unusual situations or unaccounted 
for aircraft, identify them and contact us here at the Command Centre. 
 
(?) **** Multiple replies/affirmations. 
 
(?) Command Centre? 
 
(?) Memphis? 
 
(CC) ****. 
 
(?) What about the VFR’s? 
 
 
(CC)  Uh I would think we would primarily be concerned with commercial aircraft.  
 
(?) OK. 
 
(?) ****. 
 
(?) Ok that first part of that statement was,  you  just want to. 
 
(CC) I want. 
 
(?)****  unusual situations or you just want accounts of everything that  ****  
 
(CC) Uh no I want, I want, I want specific information if there are any unusual 
information involving commercial aircraft or any missing aircraft, any uh targets that 
have dropped off, anything of that nature. 
 
(?) OK. 
 
(?) Go ahead  **** 
 
(CLVC)  United Ninety Three may have a bomb on board.  
 
(CC) OK, United Ninety Three. Who’s speaking? 
 
(CLVC)  Cleveland Centre. 



 
(CC)  OK Cleveland. What’s his uh origination and destination?  
 
(CLVC)  **** Out of Newark, going to San Francisco. His position is  twenty, 15 
east.  Actually he’s farther than that, he’s east of Dryer he’s  **** that position. He’s 
thirty miles east of Dryer.  
 
(CC)  OK. You have a transponder on this aircraft or did he go primary? 
 
(CLVC)  At this time he’s uh code one five two seven and he’s still on a transponder. 
 
(CC) Ok  and can you give me any additional information as to why you believe there 
may be a bomb?  
 
(CLVC)  Uh because he’s screaming that on the frequency. 
 
(CC) OK. Very good. **** Anyone else? (pause ) Allright. I’m disconnecting now. 
 
 
00:18:59  (13:33:45 UCT) 
 
(?) ****. 
 
(?) Ten thirty, quick question.  
 
(?) Yes Sir? 
 
(?) We are stopping all FR all  FR VFR.  
 
(?) Everything, everything. OK? 
 
(?)  Fine. 
 
00:19:50  (13:34:36 UCT) 
 
(?) ****.  
 
(?) **** Memphis centre is not taking any handoffs, on uh airplanes already in the air 
but that’s going to New York. The word that we had was that uh this groundstopped 
all aircraft. 
 
(?) OK. 
 
(?) But that, that’s happened, uh we’ve done that. **** they  probably don’t realise 
that these airplanes aren’t going to New York.  
 
(?) OK. 
 
 
00:20:29  (13:35:15 UCT) 



 
(?) Memphis. 
 
(?) Hey Memphis, ****.  
 
(Memphis)  **** I’ve already shoved them off and.  
 
(?) OK. 
 
(Memphis) you’ll  have to find someone else to do it. 
 
(?)  OK **** you better take these guys on  ****. 
 
(Memphis)   Uh we got a Continental Fourteen Eighteen flashing at us  **** going up 
to the north-east we’re not taking  **** Conrad Six Oh Two going to Cincinatti that’s 
fine but anybody that’s going up those  north east airports they’ve already shut them 
off. 
 
(?) **** what we have with New York Centre. And uh those airports  ****  that’s 
what we have for Newark don’t let anybody get on that **** they’re not going there.  
 
(?) **** you include the uh  ****  Baltimore and uh  ****. 
 
(?) **** Fort Worth Washington  **** airports anything  **** New York Centre  
****. 
(Memphis)   **** Washington Metro   ****. 
 
(?) ****. 
 
(Memphis)   That’s fine   **** if they wanna land in our airspace that’s fine. ****. 
 
(?) OK. 
 
(?) **** ground stop  **** and it’s uh six minutes old.  **** We’ve got to get the 
airplanes down here. 
  
(?)  OK I know we’ve got  ****. 
 
(?) Hey  Houston are you listening? 
 
(?) Go ahead uh Memphis. 
 
(Memphis) Allright uh Houston  **** Metro area airports as well  ****. 
 
(?)  Command Centre  while everybodys on here a question came up on the flight 
service stations  ****  and we just  **** for the IFR you wanna shut down? 
 
(CC) Everything, everything, IFR, VFR, everything. The uh  **** going out to that 
effect OK? 
 



(?) **** Monterey Centre  ****  to shut it down? 
 
(CC) ****. 
 
(?) OK with your compliance I’m gonna have, I’m gonna call Monterey  **** and 
handle it myself. 
 
(CC) **** That’s a good idea. 
 
(?) ****. 
 
(CC) Thank you. 
 
00:25:09  (13:39:55 UCT) 
 
(?) Kansas. 
 
(?) ****. 
 
(?) Hey Kansas? 
 
(Kansas) Yeah? 
 
(?) American Seventy Seven? 
 
(Kansas)  Yes Sir. 
 
(?) Anybody talk to them at all? 
 
(Kansas) Hang on just a minute. 
  
(?) **** 
 
(Kansas) OK uh we’re not talking to them at all uh we just got word Indy was talking 
to them halfway through their centre at Washington. 
 
(?) Yup, that’s right we’re trying to verify if anybody’s talked to them lately? 
 
(Kansas) No we’ve not talked to them and there’s no primary with the uh target. 
 
(?) You don’t have a primary on them? 
 
(Kansas) No, there’s no primary. 
 
(?)  OK thank you. 
 
(Kansas) No we just got the coast track. 
 
(?) OK bye. 
 



(Indy)  Indy. 
 
(?) **** Indy. 
 
(Indy)  Yeah. 
 
(?) That American Seventy Seven? 
 
(Indy)  Yeah. 
 
(?)  That a close target? 
 
(Indy)  Uh actually shows him to hold up to now so I don’t know  ****. 
 
(?) He is not. 
 
(Indy)  He is not shouting, no. 
 
(?) We  ****, third one hit the Pentagon. 
 
(Indy)  Really?  
 
(?) Yeah. 
 
(Indy)  What kind?  Big?  Small? 
 
(?) Big one. 
 
(Indy)  Oh hell. 
 
 
 
00:29:22  (13:44:08 UCT) 
 
(?) ****. 
 
(Houston) This is Frank here in Houston, reference the uh  **** the military? 
 
(?) Uh  ****. 
 
(Houston) **** uh  gimme a call back whatever you can find   ****. 
 
(?) OK I’ll do it. 
 
(Houston) And as far as that goes uh I guess would separate a little bit. It’s one thing 
if you wanna groundstop the ones that are going across country other than the ones 
that’s coming off base that’s  going **** or stuff like that. 
 
(?) Uh  all I’ve been told,  everything’s being stopped  everywhere it doesn’t matter. 
 



(Houston) OK. 
 
(?) Everything. 
 
(Houston)  **** hearing different on that give us a  ****. 
 
(?) I would say go ahead and stop the military  **** I’ll check on it and if you hear 
back from me then it’s something different. 
 
(Houston) OK thanks goodbye. 
 
(?) OK. 
 
(?) Connection to  ****. 
 
(?) Yeah I know you’re busy, real quick uh what’s our military  ****. 
 
(?) Uh I would  **** also just got word  ****  that uh that uh they want all Airforce 
traffic to pick an airport and land. Forget about destinations  **** get everybody 
down as quickly as they can. So uh you know if you can relay that to uh to your 
terminals  **** I’d appreciate it. 
 
(?) So they want everybody that’s taking off  ****. 
 
(?) Yep. Yep. 
 
(?) OK and uh what about VFR we can’t really stop them right? 
 
(?) Uh yes I would stop them. 
(?) Stop them too? 
 
(?) Anybody that’s **** there’s word of other air attacks  ****. 
 
(?) Ok Got it. 
 
(?) OK. 
 
00:31:52  (13:46:38 UCT) 
 
(CC)  Command Centre. 
 
(Cont. JF) Hey uh, it’s Jim Flanning. Continental. 
 
(CC) Yes? 
 
(Cont. JF) Hey uh what are you asking us to do? I know about New York but the 
message I got, you want us to put everybody on the ground everywhere? 
 
(CC) Yeah, it’s not just New York. 
 



(Cont. JF) OK. All over the country? 
 
(CC) Well if you watch the TV? 
 
(Cont. JF) Yeah I am, I know about the Pentagon. 
 
(CC) The  Pentagon we got one, we got some other ones too. 
 
(Cont. JF) ****. 
 
(CC) We got some more. 
 
(Cont. JF) Ok. So you want everything on the ground everywhere? Is that correct? 
 
(CC) Yeah. We want everything on the ground everywhere. And what you wanna do 
is you wanna try and get a hold of crews that are in the air and verify their status too. 
 
(Cont. JF) I understand. We’re trying to do that now. 
 
(CC) That’s the biggest thing,  **** there are other places that things have tried to 
happen also. 
 
(Cont. JF) OK. 
 
(CC) Where they didn’t get off the air, off the ground. 
 
(Cont. JF) OK. 
 
(CC) So we have uh multiple airplanes up. 
(Cont. JF) I got it. Goodbye. 
 
(CC) Bye. 
 
00:34:14 (13:49:00 UCT) 
 
(LG) Four zero nine? 
 
(?) Four zero nine. 
  
(LG) Four two four zero one. 
 
(?) Four two four zero one.  
 
(LG) OK? 
 
(?) Who’s this? 
 
(LG) This is La Guardia ****. 
 
(?) Gimme your initials. 



 
(LG) Echo Zero.  
 
(?) Thank you that. 
 
(LG) And yours? 
 
(?) RG. 
 
(LG) Thank you. 
 
(?) Thanks. 
 
00:41:20  (13:56:06 UCT) 
 
(?) ****. 
 
(?) Yeah this **** they want to know if we have accountability for aircraft. 
 
(?) Yes. 
 
(?) We’ve got a US Air forty one about a hundred miles east of Memphis we cannot 
talk to. And we’ve got a North West ten nineteen out by Fort Smith Razorback area 
he’s declaring an emergency,  needs no special handling. His reasons for the 
emergency was because of the national emergency. 
 
(?) Ok I’m sorry **** you need to say that again for me? 
 
(?) North West ten nine stand by 
 
(?) On North West ten nineteen air, the pilot has declared an emergency, he says the 
reason he’s declaring an emergency is because of the National Emergency. And, he 
needs no assistance, I think he’s coming into Memphis.  
 
(?) Uh **** I appreciate the information ****  I’ll uh. 
 
(?) US Air forty one we’re attempting to try and raise the pilot on that but we have no. 
contact with him. 
 
(?) OK US Air forty one ****. 
 
(?) Another was a North West ten nineteen that’s the only two so far. 
 
(?) And North West ten nineteen, you’re talking to him now right? 
 
(?) Yeah but he’s the one that declared the emergency for the national emergency. 
 
(?) Allright. I appreciate it. 
 
 



00:43:18  (13:58:14 UCT) 
 
(CC) Command Centre ****. 
 
(?) This is Federal Express ****. 
 
(CC) Yes sir? 
 
(?) Uh uh ****. 
 
(CC) There is a groundstop for everything going anywhere **** departure. 
 
(?) Even in Anchorage? 
 
(CC) Yes. 
 
(?) OK. 
 
(CC) OK.  
 
(?) Thank you bye. 
 
(CC) Thanks. 
 
00:44:50  (13:59:36 UCT) 
 
 
(CC) Command Centre Reg. 
(Houston) Reg, Frank down here in Houston. We got a international question here, 
right now our controlling manager has told us to direct Monterey and Meredith Centre  
to hold the aircraft entering entering our system down here and uh once we get 
directions if we all mobilise that’s what we plan on doing. 
 
(CC) Absolutely, we don’t we don’t want anything in this **** that’s why we’re 
trying to groundstop everything, get everything on the ground as quickly as they can.  
. 
(Houston) Understand. One more one more question reference **** international. 
 
(CC) Yes. 
 
(Houston) We get let’s say an Air Canada transiting from Toronto to Mexico?  
 
(CC) Uh-huh. 
 
(Houston) Should we force him down into the US? 
 
(CC) Uh I would say yes. 
 
(Houston) That’s a tricky one there I know but obviously one that I’m sure. 
 



(CC) That’s a good question, I would say yes. 
 
(Houston) OK. 
 
(CC) I would say yes. 
 
(Houston) Could we hear another **** I wanna pass that one on if somebody  has 
some other information on that one. 
 
(CC) OK. Very good. Thank you. 
 
(Houston) Bye. 
 
00:45:49  (14:00:35 UCT) 
 
(CC) Command Centre Reg. 
 
(?) Two things, American twenty two forty seven is a nordo. 
 
(?) Where’s he at ****? 
 
(?) He’s uh east out of our centre. 
 
(CC) Uh east down there. OK whatever. 
 
(?) OK. And uh, and secondly we have the Secretary of the Navy at Carswell,   
 
(CC) OK. 
(?) And he’s gonna be, he’s trying to get back to Washington, I don’t have a callsign 
on that airplane yet. 
 
(CC) OK. 
 
(?) Do I need, do you want me to call them. 
 
(CC) Uh , I’ll tell you what call **** I guess if he pushes **** if he wants to go and 
let me know and I’ll work it out and I’ll **** at this point. 
 
(?) OK 
 
(CC) Do we have any idea how long it is before he’s going to be wanting to go or. 
 
(?) Uh hold on. 
 
(?) OK it’s uh navy six niner two, he’s a Gulfstream. Shows a p time in five minutes. 
 
(CC) OK if he shows up wanting to go you call in 
 
(?)****  D O N I don’t know what that is. 
 



(CC) **** Secretary of the Navy OK. uh I’ll uh like I say if he, if he wants to go 
please call me, don’t let him go ‘till you call me. **** and find out what’s going on. 
 
(?) Don’t let him go yet? 
 
(CC) No, absolutely not 
 
(?) OK 
 
(CC) OK? 
 
(?) Well, I’ll be waiting here for you coz he’s, like I say, he’s showing p time of, of 
five minutes. 
 
(CC) **** where’d he wanna go? 
 
(?) G O N. 
 
(?) **** Conneticutt. 
 
(CC) OK allright lemme uh, I don’t think they’re gonna let him go, but uh I’ll double 
check but uh **** don’t let him go. 
 
(?) Allright 
 
(CC)  OK? Thank you. 
 
 
00:48:04  (14:02:50 UCT) 
 
(CC) Command Centre Reg. 
 
(?) Hey here’s a quick question I know you’re busy, November three five whiskey 
echo out of  uh trying to get to El Paso, Lear Jet, he says uh he doesn’t wanna land.  
 
(CC) Well uh. 
 
(?) Are we forcing them down? 
 
(CC) Yeah I would, I would uh very strongly suggest **** national emergency **** 
and there’s been several terrorist attacks.  
 
(?) We’ll do that you see we’re concerned about where he’s headed. 
 
(CC) Where, Where’s he headed to? 
 
(?) El Paso 
 
(CC) Yeah I would, I would definitely uh strongly suggest that he would land. 
 



(?) Thank you 
 
(CC) Thanks. 
 
(?) Bye 
 
(CC) Command Centre Reg 
 
(Memphis)  Yeah this is Don in Memphis  **** we haven’t been able to get hold of 
US Air forty one. We cannot get hold of their dispatchers trying to get to him to come 
up on higher frequency we need to talk to him. **** get hold of US Air at all? 
 
(CC) Yes, hang on one second lemme see if I can ring him for you. OK I can get him. 
 
(Memphis)   **** trying to get hold of anybody I know. 
 
(CC) **** for a little bit. 
 
(Memphis)   This could be a nice slow day too. 
 
(CC)  I’ll tell you what it had promise but uh kinda went down ****. 
 
(Memphis)   Ah well, life in the fast lane ****. 
 
(CC)  Heh. 
 
(?) US Air ****. 
 
(?) Yes sir this is Greg Memphis Centre Traffic Management Unit we need to get of 
your flight number 41 he’s right now 20 miles east of Memphis, I need him on one 
two six point four five. 
 
(?) One two six four five. 
 
(Memphis) Confirmed. 
 
(CC) Memphis if you don’t get him, let me know. 
 
(Memphis)   I will. 
 
(CC) Thank you sir. 
 
00:51:21  (14:06:07 UCT) 
 
 
All international circuits **** are busy now please try your call later three zero five 
two. [Automated busy phone message?] 
 
 
00:52:00  (14:06:46 UCT) 



 
(CC) Command Centre Reg. 
 
(?) Hi Reg this is  **** Continental just called me and said they got some conflicting 
reports  [LOUD DIAL TONE] **** verification on. They have heard that we wanted 
to  **** [LOUD DIAL TONE] 
 
(CC) Uh, that’s pretty much it. 
 
(?) Montreal  **** 
 
(PMont)  [OVERLAPPING CALLER] **** Good morning  **** Command Centre?  
 
(CC) Yes. 
 
(PMont)  I want you to do something for me. I tried to call US Control but our circuits 
are busy. 
 
(CC) Yes. 
 
(PMont)  I need you to get the word back up the line to uh  ****  and to uh US 
Control  **** Flights from America are not gonna be accepted.  
 
(CC) No flights will be accepted. 
 
(PMont)  Yes 
 
(CC) Through the US. 
 
(?) Yep. 
 
(PMont)  **** USA. 
 
(CC) USA. 
 
(PMont) OK  **** I can’t get hold of US Control.  Can you pass it back up the line? 
 
(CC) Yes, we’ll do that. **** This is Pierre Montreal? 
 
(PMont) ****. 
 
(CC) Can you spell it sir? 
 
(PMont) P I E R R E. 
 
(CC) Pierre Ohhh OK. Thank you sir.  
 
(PMont) OK what’s your initials? 
 
(CC)  This is W U. You have initials Pierre? 



 
(PMont) ****. 
 
(CC) **** Thank you sir. 
 
(PMont) OK bye bye. 
 
(CC) Bye. 
 
(CC) Command Centre Reg. 
 
(?) I got a uh FBI aircraft on the ground at   Olive Branch that wants to fly uh  **** to 
go to Gulf Port using a  **** call sign are they authorised? 
 
(CC) Uh let me find out. Olive Branch to Gulf Port. **** hang on a second. 
 
[LOUD OVERLAPPING RINGTONE] 
 
(?) **** 
 
(CC) No But **** They’re working on  **** as soon as I have  ****  I’ll call you 
back. 
 
(?) Thanks very much. 
 
 [LOUD OVERLAPPING RINGTONE] 
 
[Automated busy phone message] 
(?) [BADLY DISTORTED] **** Good Morning. 
 
(?) Morning. 
 
(?) ****. 
 
(?) ****. 
 
(?) OK we need to stop everything into the US. 
 
(?) ****. 
 
(?) OK. Thank you. 
 
(?)  Uh can I put you through to the shift manager for verification or? 
 
(?) **** that’s fine. 
 
[LOUD RINGTONE BACKGROUND CHATTER] 
 
(?) Hello? 
 



[Automated busy phone message] 
 
(CC) Command Centre Reg. 
 
[LOUD OVERLAPPING RINGTONE] 
 
(?) ****. 
 
[Automated busy phone message] 
 
(CC) Hello.  
 
(?) Hello. 
 
(CC) Are you  ****?  
 
(?) Yes. 
 
(CC) Well this is  **** at the Command Centre. 
 
(?) ****. 
 
(CC) **** Washington. 
 
[DISTORTED BADLY GARBLED] 
 
00:59:16  (14:14:02 UCT) 
 
(?) **** Fort Worth we’re now holding  
 
(?) Say Again 
 
(?) Don’t let them go. 
  
(?) Don’t let them go? 
 
(?) Yep 
 
(?) OK and uh  do we need to wait to hear back or uh 
 
[LOUD OVERLAPPING CONVERSATION BADLY DISTORTED GARBLED] 
 
(?) **** 
 
(?) **** Thank you 
 
 (?) OK 
 
(?) Appreciate it.  
 



(?) Thank you 
 
(?) Goodbye 
 
(?) Bye 
 
00:61:18  (14:16:04 UCT) 
 
 
This re-recording will continue on the front side of the second tape. 
 
END  


